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ABSTRACT 

Instrumental: Collections from Science is a changing display of scientific 
instruments and apparatus drawn from the Macleay Collections of the 
Chau Chak Wing Museum. Each iteration focuses on a theme exploring the 
range and depth of the collection, which reflects the history of science 
teaching and research at the University. 

The opening theme, Calculating and Computing, explored the 
development of instruments from mechanical through to electronic and 
digital devices. The slide rules, calculators and early computer technology 
on display allowed the visitor to contemplate the tools that have taken 
mathematical calculation from the manual to the digital. The instruments 
were mainly made by scientific instrument manufacturers, although some 
were produced in University workshops. 

A range of slide rules invited visitors to engage with these once familiar 
objects and recollect their own experiences of learning. Components from 
SILLIAC, the University’s first computer, with its vacuum tube technology, 
remind the viewer how computer capacity has evolved from room-sized 
to microchip. Mechanical computing objects included parts from Charles 
Babbage’s prototype ‘engines’, and a graphintegrator — an instrument for 
calculating differential equations custom made for a University of Sydney 
PhD thesis. 

Instrumental: Collections from Science sits adjacent to the art of JW 
Power, hung on nearby walls. Power trained as a medical scientist at the 
University and was an amateur mathematician. Mathematics and geometry 
underpin and can be seen in his paintings and sketches. This conjunction 
of science and art shows the diverse applications of mathematics across 
disciplines. 

Jan Brazier, History Curator, 2021 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

In the 19th century, two types of mathematical instruments – the slide rule 
and calculating machine – transformed business, navigation, engineering 
and scientific calculations. They were used until around the early 1970s, 
when electronic calculators and computers brought the end of these 
mechanical devices. The complexity of the modern world and innovations 
such as space travel was made possible with instruments that could 
manipulate big data. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Exhibition view 
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SLIDE RULES 
 

Used for mathematical calculations and specialist functions, slide 
rules were the work tools of engineers, scientists, navigators, and many 
more. Millions were made until the 1970s, when the electronic calculator 
brought about the slide rule’s demise. 
 
In 1614, John Napier invented logarithms, which simplified calculations, 
allowing multiplication, division and roots of large numbers to be done 
more easily. In 1620, Edmund Gunter marked logarithms onto a rule, 
with multiplication and division carried out using a pair of dividers. 
Around 1622, William Oughtred placed two Gunter scales next to 
each other, creating the slide rule. 
 
 

Early rules 
 
Catholic-Organon or 
Universal Sliding Rule 
c.1753 
inventor: John Suxspeach, 
England 
manufacturer: Benjamin 
Parker, England 
donated by Lieutenant-
Commander Griffiths, 1986 
SC1986.9 
 
The Catholic-Organon (‘Catholic’ meaning universal rather than referring 
to the Church) was the first patented slide rule. Its 86 scales had a wide 
range of applications, including arithmetic, navigation and astronomy. 
Fold-out insets allowed it to be used as a level, and the central octagonal 
slide was intended to contain a telescope. It was too complex to be 
successful. 
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6-inch sector 
1854–1900 
manufacturer: WF 
Stanley & Co, 
England 
purchased with 
funds from the 
Realty Realisations 
Acquisition Fund, 
1990 
SC1990.45 
 

 
The sector looks like a jointed rule, but each arm is marked with 
logarithmic scales, connected with a pair of dividers. A precursor of the 
slide rule, it was developed around 1600 and used mainly for artillery, 
surveying and navigation purposes into the mid-19th century. 
 
 
Routledge 
engineer’s slide 
rule 
c.1870 
manufacturer: 
Edward Preston & 
Sons, England 
purchased 1992 
SC1994.26 
 
 
 
This folding engineer’s rule, designed around 1805 by English engineer 
Joshua Routledge, combines a 12-inch slide (bearing Gunter’s logarithmic 
scale) with an ordinary two-fold two-foot ruler. 
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Excise slide rules 
 
In the 18th and 19th centuries, some of the most frequently used slide rules 
were those used for calculating the excise duty (tax) to be paid on 
alcoholic goods. 

 
Gauging rule 
1824–82 
manufacturer: Dring & 
Fage, England 
purchased with funds 
from the Realty 
Realisations Acquisition 
Fund, 1990 
SC1990.42 

 
The gauging slide rule, used to determine the volume of alcohol in a cask, 
was invented in 1683 by English excise officer, Thomas Everard, and 
continued to be used into the early 20th century. 
 
 
Comparative slide rule 
1875–1900 
manufacturer unknown 
Havyatt Instrument 
Collection, donated 
2019 
SC2019.26.13 
 
 
 
 
This slide rule was included as part of a Sikes hydrometer set, named after 
its designer, Bartholomew Sikes, a British excise officer. The hydrometer 
measured the strength of alcohol. The ‘comparative’ slide rule was used to 
determine the monetary value of the alcoholic spirit based on its strength 
and to perform calculations for reducing its strength. 
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Alcohol proof slide rule 
1800–60 
manufacturer unknown 
donated by Dr Valerie 
Havyatt, 2014 
SC2014.203 
 
 
 
 
This slide rule was used with a thermometer and hydrometer to determine 
the ethanol (alcohol) content of alcoholic beverages. 
 
 

Modern standard slide rules 
 
The slide rule came into wide use in the mid-19th century, when French 
artillery officer, Amédée Mannheim, standardised the four scales for the 
most common calculation problems and the order in which they appeared 
on the rule. He also developed the cursor, making it easier to read results.  
Modern slide rules were produced in three formats: linear, circular and 
cylindrical.  
 
Linear slide rules 
 
The linear Mannheim slide rule was the most common type used, produced 
in lengths of 5, 10 or 20 inches. 
 

Keuffel & Esser 4161-1 
linear slide rule 
(5-inch) 
c.1960 
manufacturer: Keuffel & 
Esser Company, USA 
transferred from the 
School of Civil and Mining 
Engineering, 1996 
SC1996.64 
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Sans & Streiffe 312 linear  
slide rule (10-inch) 
1968 
made in Japan for Sans & 
Streiffe, USA 
donated by Emeritus 
Professor Richard 
Christopherson AM, 2019 
SC2019.173 
 
The family of Henry Taube, an American scientist and 1983 winner of the 
Nobel Prize in chemistry, gave this rule to Taube’s long-time collaborator 
Professor Noel Hush, a theoretical chemist at the University of Sydney. It 
was passed to Professor Christopherson after Hush’s death, in accordance 
with his wishes. 
 

Nestler Beta 0252 
linear slide rule 
(10-inch) 
1968 
manufacturer: Albert 
Nestler AG, Germany 
donated by Dr Valerie 
Havyatt, 2014 
SC2014.131 
 

 
 
Faber-Castell 
4/60/380 linear slide 
rule 
(20-inch) 
1937 
manufacturer: Faber-
Castell, Germany 
donated by Dr Valerie 
Havyatt, 2014 
SC2014.158 
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Faber-Castell Novo 
Duplex 2/83N linear 
slide rule (10-inch) 
1962–76 
manufacturer: 
Faber-Castell, 
Germany 
donated by Dr 
Valerie Havyatt, 2014 
SC2014.157 

 
The model 2/83N was one of the last slide rules produced by Faber-
Castell. It has been described as the company’s most complex slide rule 
and one of the finest ever made. 
 
 
Circular slide rules 
 
On a circular slide rule, scales are marked around the circumference. 
Thus, a circular slide rule with a 3-inch diameter can provide a 10-inch 
scale, easily carried in a pocket. 
 

Concise 28N 
circular slide rule 
1959–2000 
manufacturer: 
Concise Co Ltd, 
Japan 
donated by Dr 
Valerie Havyatt, 2014 
SC2014.229 
 
 

This circular rule was often produced as a promotional item for other 
companies. It was so popular that it is still made by the Concise company 
today.  
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Fowler’s long scale calculator 
circular slide rule 
1914–27 
manufacturer: Fowler & Co, 
England 
donated by Dr Valerie Havyatt, 
2014 
SC2014.227 
 
 
 
This is an example of a pocket watch–style circular slide rule. These were 
complex in design and labour-intensive to manufacture. The high standard 
of craftsmanship made them expensive to buy. 
 
Cylindrical slide rules  

 
Developed in the late 19th century, cylindrical slide rules have the 
logarithmic scale inscribed on a spiral. This lengthened the scale and 
provided greater accuracy but was more expensive to produce. 
 

Fuller cylindrical slide rule, 
model 2B 
1948 
manufacturer: WF Stanley & 
Co, England 
transferred from the School of 
Geosciences, 1982 
SC1982.67 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Photo by Tim Harland 
 
George Fuller, professor of engineering at Queen’s College, Belfast, 
patented this cylindrical slide rule design in 1878. Whereas the standard 
linear slide rule is 10 inches in length, the Fuller scale is a remarkable 500 
inches (12.7 metres) long.  
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Otis King slide rule, 
model L 
1955–75 
manufacturer: Carbic 
Ltd, England 
donated by Dr Valerie 
Havyatt, 2014 
SC2014.221  
 
 
 
English engineer Otis King designed this pocket-sized telescopic version of 
the cylindrical slide rule. It was manufactured from about 1922 until the 
early 1970s.  
 
 

Specialised slide rules 
 
Specialised slide rules were made for numerous trade and professional 
purposes, including chemistry, surveying, artillery and construction.  
      
X-ray slide rule 
c.1914 
manufacturer: Schall & 
Son, England 
donated by Dr Temple, 
1975 
SC1977.4 
 
 
 
 
Early X-ray techniques involved many variables that were difficult to 
control. This design is believed to be the earliest form of slide rule for 
calculating X-ray exposure. 
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CRP-1 air navigation 
computer 
c.1987 
manufacturer: Airtour 
Flight Equipment Ltd, 
England 
donated by Dr Valerie 
Havyatt, 2014 
SC2014.236 
 
 

 
This circular slide rule is designed for use in flight planning and in-flight 
navigation, particularly during flight training. Known as a flight computer, it 
is one of the few slide rules still in widespread use today. 
 
 
Robinson complex 
number calculator 
1957–62 
manufacturer: AWA 
(Amalgamated 
Wireless Australasia), 
Australia 
transferred from the 
School of Electrical 
and Information 
Engineering, 2018 
SC2018.63 
 
RB Robinson of the University’s Department of Electrical Engineering 
developed this slide rule to assist with calculations involving complex 
numbers. The production was funded by the Electrical Research Board, 
established in the mid-1940s to foster electrical research in Australian 
universities. 
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Demonstration slide rule (54-inch) 
c.1970 
manufacturer: NSW Department of Education,  
Furniture Workshops Annexe, Balmain, Sydney 
transferred from the Faculty of Education, 1998 
SC1998.9 
 
This large wall-mounted slide rule was designed to help teachers show a 
classroom of students how to use a slide rule. It was supplied to the Sydney 
Teachers College in 1974, just as slide rules were becoming obsolete. 
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CALCULATING MACHINES 
 

The first calculating machine is attributed to French polymath Blaise Pascal 
in 1642. The calculating machine industry began with Thomas de Colmar’s 
‘Arithmometer’, which was patented in 1820, manufactured from 1851, and 
sold around the world. Many manufacturers followed, with numerous 
designs, from pocket-sized to large desktop devices. The development of 
electronic calculators in the 1970s brought the end of the mechanical 
calculator industry. 
 

 
Arithmometer 
c.1886 
manufacturer: Thomas de Colmar, France 
retailer: TF Wiesener, Sydney 
transferred from the School of Civil Engineering, 2012 
SC2012.8 
 
Invented by Charles Xavier Thomas de Colmar in 1820, the arithmometer 
was the first commercially successful calculating machine. It performed all 
four basic arithmetic functions using a stepped drum mechanism.  
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Brunsviga calculating machine 
1890–1930 
manufacturer: Grimme, Natalis 
& Company, Germany 
donated by Mrs Butler, 1977 
SC1977.25 
 
 
 
 
In the 1870s, Swedish mechanic Willgodt Odhner was inspired by Thomas 
de Colmar’s arithmometer to create his own calculating machine. It used a 
pinwheel mechanism, which was smaller and thus cheaper to make. 
In 1892, Odhner sold the rights to manufacture his machine to Grimme, 
Natalis & Company, which continued to improve on his design. The 
‘Brunsviga’ was mass-produced, its widespread success motivating 
manufacturers in several countries to produce their own versions. 
 
 

Marchant calculating machine 
1940–60 
manufacturer: Marchant 
Calculating Machine Company 
Inc, USA 
transferred from the School of 
Electrical and Information 
Engineering, 2018 
SC2018.44 

 
This calculator reflects the advent of keyboards rather than levers for 
entering numbers, which made them simpler and faster to use. It is motor-
driven, removing the need to operate additional levers and cranks by hand. 
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Curta calculator, type II 
1954–70 
manufacturer: Contina Ltd, 
Liechtenstein 
donated by Professor WG 
Allaway, 1995 
SC1995.2 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The ‘Curta’ was invented by Curt Herzstark, who completed the design 
while interned in a concentration camp during the Second World War; 
production began in 1947. A design classic, this hand-held mechanical 
calculator, shaped like a pepper-grinder, has over 600 parts. It was 
particularly popular with rally car navigators because of its small size, high 
speed and ease of use. 
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ADDING MACHINES 
 

Adding machines were smaller, simpler devices than calculating machines. 
They had the benefit of being more transportable and affordable, but their 
functions were limited to addition and subtraction. 
 
 

Contex adding machine 
1946–70 
manufacturer: Carlsen 
Brothers, Denmark 
donated by Dr Valerie 
Havyatt, 2014 
SC2014.113 
 
 
 

 
 
Marbel blood-cell calculator 
1920–50 
manufacturer: The Marbel 
Blood Calculator 
Company, USA 
transferred from the Faculty 
of Engineering, 2013 
SC2013.11 
 
 
This specialist adding machine was used to ease the process of counting 
blood cells. 
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Adders 
 
Addiator 
1920–80 
manufacturer: Addiator 
Gesellschaft, Germany 
donated by Dr Valerie 
Havyatt, 2014 
SC2014.118 
 
 
 
Slide adders are pocket-sized mechanical calculators for addition and 
subtraction. The mechanism moved one digit to the next by moving the 
stylus around a slot. The Addiator was a popular version, in production 
until the late 1970s. 
 

Exactus Mini-Add calculator 
1945-80 
manufacturer: Exactus Business 
Machines, England 
donated by Dr Valerie Havyatt, 2014 
SC2014.120 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Kingson pocket calculator 
1950–80 
manufacturer: Kingson, Hong Kong 
donated by Dr Valerie Havyatt, 2014 
SC2014.122 
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ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS 
 

Until the 1960s, calculating machines were limited by the number of tasks 
they could perform, as well as by their large size. The development of the 
integrated circuit (microchip) allowed miniaturised electronic calculators, 
which were more flexible and affordable. The first all-electronic desktop 
calculators appeared in the early 1960s. 
 
Faster and quieter than their calculating machine counterparts, electronic 
calculators steadily began to replace them. As their prices dropped in the 
following years, their popularity grew. The commercial release in the early 
1970s of electronic hand-held scientific calculators, capable of all the 
functions of a slide rule, well and truly sounded the death knell for manual 
and mechanical calculating tools. 
 
 

Casio fx-1 desktop 
calculator 
1970s 
manufacturer: Casio 
Computer Company, Japan 
transferred from the 
Faculty of Engineering, 2013 
SC2013.19 
 
 

 
Introduced in 1971, this was the first scientific calculator released by Casio, 
a manufacturer of calculators since 1957. 
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Texas TI-59 
programmable calculator 
1977–83 
manufacturer: Texas 
Instruments, USA 
transferred from the 
Faculty of Engineering, 
2013 
SC2013.20 
 

 
Texas Instruments is credited with inventing the first hand-held electronic 
calculator, the CAL-TECH, in 1967. The model here was an early 
programmable type, released in 1977. 
 
 
Sharp Elsi-Mate EL-8149 
calculator 
c.1979 
manufacturer: Sharp 
Corporation, Japan 
acquired before 2007 
SC2019.1 
 
 
 
 
This calculator is displayed disassembled to illustrate the compactness of 
calculator components achieved by the late 1970s. 
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MECHANICAL MECHANISMS 
 

Three objects were displayed to reflect new ideas for mechanical 
calculation mechanisms. In the early 19th century, English polymath 
Charles Babbage began to explore the possibilities of automated 
calculating in his Difference and Analytical Engines. In Australia, George 
Julius successfully built an automatic totalisator, patented in 1914. David 
Myers’ ‘Graphintegrator’ was devised for his 1937 doctoral thesis at the 
University. These remarkable inventions are part of the intellectual history 
of computing. 
 
 

Babbage engines 
 

The whole of arithmetic now appeared within the grasp of mechanism. 
Charles Babbage, 

Passages from the Life of a Philosopher, 1864 
 
These ten small mechanical pieces are linked to one of the great 
intellectual achievements of the 19th century: the conception and design 
of automatic calculating engines by Charles Babbage, mathematician, 
mechanical engineer and inventor.  
 
The Difference Engine 
Babbage was frustrated by errors in published mathematical tables, which 
were essential resources for navigators, scientists and others. In 1822, he 
began work (with engineer Joseph Clement) on his Difference Engine No. 1, 
a machine to calculate and print mathematical tables. A small section was 
built, and an improved design was drawn up in 1847–49. 
 
The Analytical Engine 
In 1834, Babbage developed the Analytical Engine as a general-purpose 
mechanical calculator. It used a ‘store’ and separate processing ‘mill’, 
anticipating modern computing’s separation of memory from central 
processor. Only a trial part was ever completed. This was one of the 
earliest ideas for a general-purpose computer. 
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Components from Charles Babbage’s Engines 
c.1830–70 
designer: Charles Babbage 
donated by Dr Neville F Babbage, 1993 
 
One spring coil and three cases from Difference Engine No. 1 
1822–32 
SC1993.3.6–9 
 
Six cogs from Analytical Engine 
c.1860–70 
SC1993.3.1–5, 10 
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George Julius’ Automatic Totalisator 
 

 
 
Shaft adder from a Julius totalisator 
c.1936 
manufacturer: Automatic Totalisators Ltd, Sydney 
transferred from the School of Electrical and Information Engineering, 2018 
SC2018.27 
 
Mechanical engineer George Julius invented his automatic totalisator (or 
‘tote’) in Australia in 1913. Totes were used to record bets and determine 
betting odds and returns and were installed at most major racecourses by 
the 1970s. These electro-mechanical machines handled large amounts of 
data. This adder was made for a tote installed at the Mentone Racecourse 
in Victoria and later used at Bundamba Racecourse in Queensland. 
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David Myers’ Graphintegrator 

 
Graphintegrator 
1937 
designer: David M Myers, Sydney 
constructed largely in the Department of Electrical Engineering 
transferred from the School of Electrical and Information Engineering, 2018 
SC2018.38 
 
The graphintegrator is a mechanical analogue device for solving differential 
equations in graphical form. It was designed by David Myers as part of his 
1937 doctoral thesis in electrical engineering at the University. At this time, 
analogue devices were seen by some engineers as the future of computing. 
Myers later joined the CSIR (predecessor to CSIRO), developing an electro-
mechanical differential analyser used through the 1950s. He was professor 
of electrical engineering at the University from 1949 to 1959. 
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TOWARD MODERN 
COMPUTING 
 

‘Computer’ is a word from the 17th century, meaning a person who did 
time-consuming mathematical calculations by hand. The first computers 
as we know them – electronic devices performing tasks under the control 
of a program – appeared after the Second World War. First-generation 
computers were room-sized machines using electronic valve technology. 
The development of transistors, followed by integrated circuits, brought 
great changes in size and power, leading eventually to the home computer. 
 
 

 
Exhibition view 
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SILLIAC  
 
In 1956 the University of Sydney installed its first computer, based on the 
University of Illinois’ ILLIAC computer and known as SILLIAC (Sydney-
Illinois Automatic Computer). It was made possible by funding from 
philanthropist Adolph Basser, after whom the first computer laboratory in 
the School of Physics was named. SILLIAC ran its first program on 24 June 
1956.  
 
SILLIAC was a vacuum-valve machine containing more than 2800 valves, 
with cathode-ray memory (40 Williams-Kilburn tubes). Paper tape was 
used for input and output. It marked the beginning of large-scale 
computer infrastructure for scientific research at the University. SILLIAC 
was turned off in 1968.  
 
The detailed planning of the production of all the chassis and framework of 
SILLIAC was carried out by STC (Standard Telephones & Cables). In the 
image below, an engineer can be seen interpreting a circuit diagram for 
manufacture using a Friden calculator. 
 

School of Physics Photograph Album, March 1956, University Archives, 2372.1.44 
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Components from SILLIAC: valve boards and Williams-Kilburn tube 
1954–56 
construction: STC (Standard Telephones & Cables), Sydney 
installation: School of Physics 
transfer attributed to the Basser Department of Computer Science, 1991 
SC1991.11–12  

Photo by Tim Harland 
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ABACUS educational 
hybrid computer 
c.1969 
designer: DG Wong, 
University of Sydney 
transferred from the 
School of Electrical 
and Information 
Engineering, 2018 
SC2018.25 
 

 
The University’s electrical engineering department has been active in 
computer research and teaching since the 1950s. Lecturer David Wong 
devised this educational hybrid computer for teaching sampled-data 
control theory. 
 

 
Smaller and smaller… 
 
These parts from various computers demonstrate the increasing 
miniaturisation of electronic components, from vacuum tubes to 
transistors to integrated circuits. 
 

Ferrite computer 
core memory 
1950s–70s 
manufacturer 
unknown 
transferred from the 
School of Electrical 
and Information 
Engineering, 2018 
SC2018.45 

 
Magnetic-core memory was the main memory technology into the 1970s, 
when it was gradually replaced by the integrated circuit. 
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KDF9 components: circuit board and core-memory plane 
c.1960 
manufacturer: English Electric, England 
transferred from the Basser Department of Computer Science, 1972 
SC2019.4, SC2019.5 
 
The KDF9 was the University’s second computer, replacing SILLIAC in 1964. 
It was an early solid-state computer, using transistors instead of valves. 
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Ferranti Pegasus 
circuit board 

c.1956 
manufacturer: 
Ferranti, England 
transferred from the 
Basser Department of 
Computer Science, 
1972 
SC2019.2 
 
 
British engineering firm Ferranti produced its Pegasus computer between 
1956 and 1959. This circuit board shows hybrid valve and diode circuitry. 
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